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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.1 THEORY PRINCIPLE:  

-FPL  FOR  -MP    

1. lamp LAFPL ramp RAFPL hump HUFPL 

2. limp LIFPL lump LUFPL pump PUFPL 

3. dump DUFPL amp AFPL thump THUFPL 

4. stamp STAFPL camp KAFPL damp DAFPL 

5. bump BUFPL jump JUFPL vamp VAFPL 

6. pimp PIFPL wimp WIFPL hemp HEFPL 

7. temp TEFPL rump RUFPL comp KOFPL 

8. blimp BLIFPL primp PRIFPL chump KHUFPL 

9. chimp KHIFPL stomp STOFPL cramp KRAFPL 

10. skimp SKIFPL plump PLUFPL chomp KHOFPL 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.2 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 

1. You will like our new lamp. That is an old gas lamp. 

2. Are you going to camp? The camp is on Highway 42. 

3. Don’t trump my ace. How did you get the lump on your leg? 

4. Do you save stamps? Did you stamp the letter? 

5. They will bump you off the flight. He got some bad bumps on the head. 

6. The house is very damp. Use a damp rag to clean it. 

7. Can you jump eight feet? He was jumping over the puddle. 

8. Install a new water pump. They were pumping out the basement. 

9. The question stumped him. When can we take this load to the dump? 

10. Please remove the tree stump. I think his limp has improved. 

11. The dog is limping badly. Who will man that pump for us? 

12. Don’t skimp on the shrimp. I have a cramp in my rump. 

13. The blimp was plump.  The chimp will chomp on the food. 

14. Don’t be a wimp at camp. The pimp was on the street. 

15. Give me a comp for the house. What is the temp? 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.3 THEORY PRINCIPLE:  
 
-FK  FOR  -SK 
 

1. dusk DUFK task TAFK musk MUFK 

2. flask FLAFK whisk WHIFK risk RIFK 

3. frisk FRIFK mask MAFK desk DEFK 

4. tusk TUFK disk DIFK husk HUFK 

5. bask BAFK brisk BRIFK mosque MOFK 

6. ask AFK disk DIFK busk BUFK 

7. cusk KUFK rusk RUFK cask KAFK 

8. cornhusk KOERN/HUFK kiosk KAOE/OFK mollusk MOL/UFK 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.4 PRACTICE SENTENCES:   

1. Start off your day with a brisk walk. He has a task to perform. 

2. I asked the staff to switch tasks. We should leave for the mosque at dusk. 

3. This husk is tough. We should bask in the sun. 

4. She didn’t want to take the risk. The robber wore a black mask. 

5. Take a sip from the flask. Use the whisk to whip up the eggs. 

6. They will frisk each person. The desk was too large for the room. 

7. The elephant had long tusks. Don’t scratch the disk. 

8. Ask for permission. We ate the cusk for dinner. 

9. Put some butter on your rusk. The cask was filled to the top. 

10. I couldn’t open the mollusk. Meet me at the kiosk. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.5 THEORY PRINCIPLE:  

-FRP  FOR  -RCH 

1. search SAEFRP lurch LUFRP porch POEFRP 

2. church KHUFRP torch TOEFRP march MAFRP 

3. scorch SKOEFRP arch AFRP parch PAFRP 

4. perch PEFRP starch STAFRP birch BIFRP 

5. larch LAFRP smirch SMIFRP research RE/SAEFRP 

6. blowtorch BLOE/TOEFRP cornstarch KOERN/STAFRP overarch OEFR/AFRP 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.6 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 
 

1. Don’t leave him in the lurch. He was lurching along unevenly. 

2. March in single file. The band was playing a march. 

3. My throat is so dry and parched. They sat in the swing on the front porch. 

4. Light the torches at dusk. We searched all over for the perfect dress. 

5. We went to church on Sunday. The sun scorched my skin at the lake. 

6. Arch your back when you dive. The bird sat on the perch and sang. 

7. I did extended research for my report. The recipe called for cornstarch. 

8. It was a smirch on her reputation. The larch tree was very old. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.7 THEORY PRINCIPLE:  

-FRPB  FOR  -NCH 

1. bench BEFRPB inch IFRPB cinch SIFRPB 

2. bunch BUFRPB ranch RAFRPB lunch LUFRPB 

3. munch MUFRPB wrench WREFRPB launch LAUFRPB 

4. punch PUFRPB finch FIFRPB pinch PIFRPB 

5. winch WIFRPB hunch HUFRPB grinch GRIFRPB 

6. clench KLEFRPB drench DREFRPB flinch FLIFRPB 

7. brunch  BRUFRPB stench STEFRPB quench KWEFRPB 

8. trench TREFRPB branch BRAFRPB scrunch SKRUFRPB 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.8 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 
 

1. Who spiked the punch? What time should we meet for lunch? 

2. We took a rest on the park bench. He acts like such a grinch. 

3. The math test is a cinch. Mom bought a bunch of grapes at the store. 

4. We will launch our big project soon. He munched on a bunch of carrots. 

5. Take just an inch in. We lived on a ranch. 

6. They will launch the rocket soon. She likes to pinch and punch people. 

7. The water will quench your thirst. The baby likes to scrunch his nose. 

8. What is that stench? They dug a trench. 

9. We should go to brunch. Cut off the branch from the tree. 

10. I got drenched on the water ride. The team clenched the title. 

11. Use the winch to put the engine in. The finch sat on the branch of the tree. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.9 THEORY PRINCIPLE:  
 
CONSONANTS OUT OF KEYBOARD ORDER:  
  

1. wasp WAUS/-P rasp RAS/-P lisp LIS/-P 

2. range RAIN/-J flange FLAN/-J mange MAIN/-J 

3. tinge TIN/-J sponge SPON/-J plunge PLUN/-J 

4. binge BIN/-J helm HEL/-M film FIL/-M 

5. silk SIL/-K milk MIL/-K marsh MAR/-SH 

6. harsh HAR/-SH gulp GUL/-P bulb BUL/-B 

7. hinge HIN/-J lunge LUN/-J impinge IM/PIN/-J 

8. singe SIN/-J sulk SUL/-K bilk BIL/-K 

9. grasp GRAS/-P gasp GAS/-P lightbulb LAOEUGT/BUL/-B 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.10 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 

1. The door hinge is broken. They made a lunge for me. 

2. Philip will lunge for the gun. I think the dog has mange. 

3. Take a plunge in the pool. Don’t impinge on his rights. 

4. Take hold of the flange. Do not singe your best dress. 

5. May we film the stunt? He has been on a real binge. 

6. The dress was made of silk. Don’t sulk about it. 

7. She is still sulking. They were bilked out of their savings. 

8. Don’t gulp down the milk so fast. Funds for shooting the film aren’t in our grasp. 

9. Replace the lightbulb.  I gasped and yelped when I was stung by the wasp. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.11 BRIEFS: 

1. change  KHAI arrange ARNG   

2. percent PERS percentage PERJ   

3. return RURN regard RARD   

4. forward FARD shipment SHIMT statement STAIMT 

5. accident -BGS (-X) action A*BGS   (ax: ABGS)   

6. okay OK   (oak: OEK) freeway FROI   
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.12 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 

1. When will you make the change? He changed planes in Atlanta. 

2. The town changes every year. Billy is changing the tire. 

3. You allow 40 percent. A large percent of us agree. 

4. Do you know the percent? Twenty percent did not know. 

5. What was the percentage rate? The percentage has dropped. 

6. Give me the latest percentage. That percentage is too low. 

7. Write us in regard to the loan. I hold him in the highest regard. 

8. She has no regard for others. Return it under separate cover. 

9. Will you please return the book. They returned all the papers. 

10. The car isn’t in forward gear. Please forward all the documents. 

11. Everything has been forwarded. Where is the shipment now? 

12. When was the shipment received? The shipment will be forwarded. 

13. Prepare a statement for court. I have already made a statement. 

14. I filed statements yesterday. Please arrange for the party. 

15. Has everything been arranged? Do you like the arrangement? 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 32 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

32.12 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED: 

16. There was an accident on the freeway. The accident caused the delay. 

17. We took the freeway to get there. Everything will be okay. 

18. I gave her the okay to do it. Take action to proceed. 

19. Your actions reflect your progress. I told him it was okay to go. 

 

 

 


